
 
Synopsis: The economy of healthy eating. 
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Announcer: John Smith 
 

Local Anchor Lead-In: In this current economy, the value of a dollar has never been more 
prominent. Now more than ever American’s are doing everything in their power to stretch 
their paycheck and their savings. One new attempted savings tactic however, is 
unknowingly burning a hole in American’s pockets. John Smith tells us more.  

In these dire economic times, the family budget is tight. That fact is especially prominent 
on the weekly trips to the grocery store.  It is no surprise that when the family budget is 
tight families put health on the backburner and begin to turn to fast-food chains and 
commodity-based substitutes to try and stretch their savings.    

SUA: “Many individuals feel that they have no choice but to substitute “expensive” healthy food 
options with fast-food or substituted commodities with the current economic condition. In fact, 
fast and commodity-based food sales have steadily increased as the economy declines. What 
most individuals don’t know is that purchasing that food doesn’t save your wallet, it puts a dent 
in it.” 

JS: A recent study by CalorieLab has proven that purchasing the healthier options is in 
fact less expensive.  The study involved two complete weekly menus, one using processed 
and one using fresh foods.  The shopping was done at standard grocery stores and followed 
the same purchasing rules. At the conclusion of the study, the processed food menu was 
more expensive than that with the healthier options.  

SUA: (Dr. Barbara Moore) “What’s scary is that American’s make these food choices thinking 
that they are saving money when in fact they are detrimentally effecting their wallet and 
ultimately their health.” 

JS: Eating those substitutes is causing a steady increase in the rate of obesity.  Becoming 
obese and overweight puts one at risk for multiple diseases and disorders such type 2 
diabetes, heart-related problems, hypertension, particular types of cancer such as colon, 
kidney, or breast cancer, in addition to the numerous muscular and respiratory problems 



created.  Those diseases don’t just negatively affect your health but they affect your 
finances.  
 
SUA: (Tommy G. Thompson), “U.S. obesity-attributable medical expenditures reached $75 
billion in 2003 and American taxpayers finance about half of these costs through Medicare and 
Medicaid.”   
 
SUA: (Dr. Barbara Moore) “Not only is the cost of obesity coming out of your personal savings 
and your taxes but, surprisingly it could come directly out of your paycheck.” 
 
JS: Obese and overweight workers have statistically earned less than their healthy-weight 
counterparts and have lower job-hiring rates. 
 
SUA: “In these dire economic times, where jobs are hard to come by, those few extra pounds 
may be the one issue preventing you from getting hired.” “If American’s truly want to stretch 
their paycheck and their savings they need to get the right information to make the financially 
savvy choices.” 
 
JS: Finding that information is simple. Just visit www.shapeup.org for healthy and 
inexpensive food option ideas for you and your family. It is possible to save your wallet and 
your waistline in this current economy you just have to have the right information. 
 
 
For More Information Contact: 
Melissa Williams 
Shape Up America! 
243 Palm St. 
Harrisonburg,VA 22807 
suawilliams@gmail.com 
540-555-5678 
 
  
 

 

 


